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Grassland ecology presentation - Oakhills Elementary

Elementary school hike - look out point where we talked about geology and had a snack break



‘Creatures of the Night’ hike – Slide show location

Monday Evening Hikes – Group of hikers 



Outline - Kenna Cartwright Hike

1 Introduction
� Kids unload from the bus, use the bathrooms etc., I introduce myself (where I

work, hired by the Friends of Kenna Cartwright, went to school at UCC)
� Ask the kids how many of them come out to the park to hike with their

families – today we’re going to hike through a small section of the park and
fill in our worksheets so that when you come here with your families you can
be their guide.

� Only 1.5% of the province is bunchgrass (show paper with 1.5% coloured). So
we live in a very unique and special part of the province.  The southern part of
the province like the okanagan and kamloops and over east in
Cranbrook/Castlegar are the very northern limit of grassland ecosystems.  If
we were to go down into the States we would find more areas that look just
like Kamloops.

� Can people tell me things that you should and shouldn’t do when you’re in a
park?

� Finally, if you have any questions while we’re hiking – please ask me – I
don’t know everything but I’ll do my best to answer your questions.

2 
3 Stop #1 – Comparing Douglas-fir and Ponderosa Pine trees

� Look for the tree that’s different from all the other one’s (Douglas fir)
� Have a box of cones and foliage - from a PP tree and DF tree
� Talk about difference in needles – Douglas fir – short and single needles

   Ponderosa – long and in bunches of 3
� Difference in Cones – Doug fir – skinny and small, with ‘mouse tails’

      Ponderosa – Big and puffy, with spikes
� Difference in Bark – Doug fir – thick furrows and brown

     Ponderosa – jigsaw puzzle bark and reddish
� Also you can count the age of young trees by counting the whirls of branches.  Each

‘layer’ of branches is one year of growth.  Can you find a tree that’s the same age as
you?

4 Stop #2 – Introduced weeds 
� What’s a weed – a plant that grows somewhere where you don’t want it??

What’s a noxious weed – a plant that was introduced from an outside
area…often another continent, it doesn’t have any natural predators in its new
home, this makes it very aggressive and highly successful!!

� Talk about Knapweed in the park – brought in from Russia about 100 years
ago but all it’s natural predators were left in Russia, 

**each plant can produce over 80,000 seeds, they have a root system that
can be up to 3 meters long (that’s like three kids stacked on top of each
other)…and if that’s not enough they can also spread by rhizomes – that’s when
their lateral roots (the roots that grow sideways) can pop up and form a new baby



plant.  So the grandpa plant will often have hundreds of baby plants growing
around it.   
� How does Knapweed taste??  Try it – rub a leaf between your fingers and lick

your fingers.  That’s why nothing wants to eat it.
� Point out how it colonizes all exposed mineral soil areas stopping native grass

species from growing there.  This plant seems to be taking over the whole
park and there’s no way to dig it up and nothing here wants to eat it.

� Introduce bio-control (using bugs imported from the plants homeland to eat
their seeds and roots)  We’ll see some seed heads missing all the seeds – that’s
Larinus – it lays its eggs in the seed head – as the eggs mature they eat the
seeds for food.  There are also bugs that eat the roots.  So we are slowly
eliminating knapweed by using its natural predator - insects

� Look for other bugs….using the biocontrol pamphlet (last page has the bugs)
look for the bright yellow moth or pull up a plant and pull apart the root top
look for larvae.

5 
6 Stop #3 – Wildlife Tree

� Talk about the food chain.  Explain how when a tree rots we have ants,
worms, insects etc that colonize the tree – called decomposers.  Then larger
animals called secondary animals eat the insects.  This continues right up to
primary animals like bears and owls.  

� Ask students to name decomposer animals….secondary animals….primary
animals

� Why it’s important to stay away from wildlife trees – many animals use these
trees as their homes or as a food source.  If we disturb the trees these animals
may abandon their nests or they won't come back to feed on the insects

� Also these trees are not safe because the roots are dead – the stability of the
tree weakened – it could fall over….stay away

7 
8 Stop #4 – Human impacts to the grassland area

� How many roads can you count in this area?
� Discuss how there were no regulations about 4X4ing before the area was

made into a park.  
� Talk about Knapweed and how as we move away from the roads we see less

and less Knapweed plants.  But that they are slowly invading healthy areas.  
� Important to stay on trails, don’t pick Knapweed or any other plants.
� Other signs of people (firepit)….no fires in the park, don’t litter in the park.

Littering garbage which can attract animals like bears and turn them into
garbage bears…very important not to introduce any people food for wildlife.
As well animals can eat garbage and become very sick.

9 Stop #5 – View Point
� Look at the Krumholtz (wind swept) trees – these trees grow like this because

they are under constant stress from the wind.  They grow low to the ground to
protect themselves.  If they grew tall they may break in half because their
branches act like a sail catching the wind.  They produce lots of cones – trees



do this when they are stressed out – it’s their last effort to reproduce before
they die.  You’ll often see old trees or trees that are damaged with lots of
cones.

� Who can name these rivers? (North and South Thompsons)

� Talk about Glacial geology – during the ice age this whole area was a sheet of
ice – Except for the top of Mount Paul…When the ice began to melt this area
became a huge lake.  There was so much water coming into this area that it
couldn’t drain fast enough so it filled up like your bathtub.  The sands and silt
particles in the water settled out into mounds which are our hills….that’s why
they are sand and very erodible.  Now as the ice melt slowed down the lake
had time to start draining – like if we pull the plug in the bath tub.  Notice the
terraced or stepped hills.  Each step indicates where the river used to flow.
Now we have a balance – the river can drain all the water that comes in from
the melting snow.  But if there’s too much water it spills into the floodplains
along side the river.  These areas are very rich in nutrients and fertile for
growing food.

(head back to the school)
� As we travel down the steep trail get the kids to comment on the trees in this

area – they are all very small, some are dying, there are weeds (the yellow
snapdragon ones are Toadflax – another weed in the park), and not a lot of
grasses on the ground

10 Stop #6 – Fire
� What’s different about the trees in this area?? Burnt Bark, lots of fluffy

healthy grass, few well spaced big trees, no weeds
� Talk about fire – needed to prevent encroachment of trees into grassland

areas, prevents large build-up of debris, returns nutrients back for the plants to
use, trees have thick bark to protect them.

� Talk about how cones have waxy layer that needs heat to melt it so the cones
can open up and drop their seeds

� Show kids how the fire wraps around the tree so we can tell which direction
the fire was travelling….if you wrap your arms around the tree – the side with
all the burnt bark is where your fingers/flames were licking around the tree.
So, you’re travelling in the direction of the fire



Elementary School Grassland Presentation – 30-40 Minutes

Introduce myself and what I do for work…..grassland restoration and education.
Explain that restoration is trying to fix the ecosystem and return it to the condition
before it was disturbed.  So that is one half of my job….planting grasses, stopping
erosion, pulling weeds etc.  The other half of my job involves ‘you guys’ and that’s
education.  My hope is that by talking to you about grassland ecosystems you’ll take
care of them so that in the future I’ll have less restoration work!

Today I have brought a couple of grasses that we find growing around Kamloops.
First we’ll talk about why we find a lot of grasses and not many trees around
Kamloops…the main reason is climate.  Trees require a lot of water to grow and we
don’t receive much water here.  But you will find trees in cooler spots like north
facing slopes or water receiving areas such as gullies.  
Grasses don’t require a lot of water to grow but they also have some features that
make them even better able to survive in our hot and dry climate.

1. So why do these grasses grow so well in Kamloops?  
Well it's because they have features or characteristics that make them able to survive
in Kamloops.

What do we have very little of in the summer???  
Rain….so if we look at the root system of our native grasses we can see that it is
incredibly thick and matted.  This is because the grasses have to access as much water
as they possibly can so they produce tons of roots. So the roots are really the most
important feature for survival.  Our native grasses really have to rely on their roots for
survival.  Our native grasses have a root system which is the best suited to the climate
in Kamloops.  Another benefit of all these roots is that it holds the soil in place.  We
have very little soil washing away in spots where there are native grasses. 

Now…what do we have a lot of in the summer???  
Sun…so the grass is very light green in colour.  This light colour helps the grass to
conserve water.  Question:  Pretend it’s a hot hot August day in Kamloops.  Would
you rather be walking around in a white t-shirt or a black t-shirt??  It's like wearing a
white top on a hot day versus wearing a black top.  Plants in Kamloops do the exact
same thing….they wear light colours to keep themselves cool.  This is because the
light colour reflects the sun.  

2. Differences between our two plants
Get the students to point out the differences

Rough fescue Bluebunch wheatgrass
Droopy seed head Spikey seed head

Hollow stems Solid stems
Straight ‘leaves’ Messy ‘leaves’

greener Gray



Rough fescue was collected from under a tree on a north slope, whereas Bluebunch
wheatgrass was collected from an open area surrounded by other grass and sage
bushes.  So the Rough fescue is a cooler plant that needs more moisture than the
Bluebunch wheatgrass.  That is apparent from its colour – green.

3. Why we should restore our grasslands.
So now we know all about our grasses – so what anyway…..
Why do we care about grass?  What purpose does it serve??  Why don’t we just pave
over it all and make playgrounds??
Let the kids answer these questions….(soil erosion, soil compaction, wildlife food
and habitat, aesthetics, ethnobotany, stops weed invasion etc) Great!

So our project for today is to take a big native grass - we have the two major kinds in
Kamloops (Bluebunch Wheatgrass and Rough Fescue) and divide it into a whole
bunch of little ones.  Now you may think that this will kill the plant but you'll be
surprised at how soon your plants will start producing new growth.  This is because
our native grasses have such strong root systems….and we know how important this
is for survival.  So the most important thing is to make sure your baby plants have
some roots still attached - otherwise how will the plant get food?

These grasses will grow over the winter in your classroom.  In the Spring your class
can find a natural area that has exposed dirt maybe from an old trail and plant your
new plants in this area to make it extra healthy.   Your new plants will provide food
and shelter for animals and prevent soil erosion.
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